Furniture You Like

Relaxed and Welcoming

Any soft chair in the library I can curl up in and work on homework.

Any table or desk, with power

Study carrels with their own private space
Comfortable and pretty

Favorite tables, Rustic atmosphere

Need tables for my stuff

Furniture You Like

Everyone prefers upholstered chairs to leather chairs, which are sticky

Would like the upholstered chairs to have swivel tables, like in the student union
Furniture
You Like

Likes technology in the media rooms
I absolutely hate these roly chairs because they sink down when you sit in them!
Furniture You Don’t Like cont.

I also dislike the way the comfy chairs are set up on the second floor. Sometimes it feels super crowded because there are so many in a row, which is why I usually avoid sitting here.

The chairs are just a little too tall for the table, which makes it hard to sit there and do work.
I love doing work on the 4th floor atrium because it's always really quiet and the layout of the furniture is relaxing and comfortable.

I also love doing work on the lower level, because it's quiet but not too quiet! I don't feel bad about eating a bag of chips down there while doing work but it's quiet enough for me to focus.
Somewhere You Like to Get Work Done or Study

It is quiet and private

Aesthetics, quiet, likes quilts, hush area
Somewhere You Like to Get Work Done or Study

Feels comfortable sitting in soft seating, Arranged in a circle-feels private and good for groups, both

High desk for private study
Somewhere You Don’t Like to Get Work Done or Study

Usually crowded and loud

Writing Center was not helpful

Looks like a sad, academic tiki bar

Feels exposed, prefers a private space,
Does not like round circle
Somewhere You Don’t Like to Get Work Done or Study
Technology That You Use Often

I really only use the printers the most often, including the quick express print station (this is my absolute favorite).

Would like one on each floor
Technology That You Use Often

Pretty quick, but often dirty

Never have to wait in line
A Place in the Library Where You Feel Lost or Frustrated

No water allowed, so I do not study in AppColl

The chairs on the second floor to the right of the main staircase is very frustrating for me.

I also used to get very confused and lost on the fourth floor (the maps up there are not very helpful).

The newspaper clippings in App Coll could benefit from a more focused organization system, i.e. There are 6 or more folders labeled: Education
Difficult to find study rooms-numbering does not make sense

Not convenient & makes too much noise-afraid to disturb other people
Something About the Library You Would Change

Purposeless

an area I would change

Barren, scary, uninviting
What is it? Is it something I should be aware of? Will it help me?
Your Favorite Thing About the Library

It's so peaceful up there and there's rarely anyone up there. It was one of my favorite places to go in undergrad to study or waste time between classes.

I think the study rooms are also a really great feature of the library. I can't count how many times I've used them and they are just a great resource for students working on group projects.
Your Favorite Thing About the Library

Wandering aimlessly in the stacks and finding random books
Your Favorite Thing About the Library